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A tremendous number of gust load cases needs to be computed during the aircraft design
and certification process. From an aerodynamic point of view, gust loads predictions in
industry rely on linear potential flow methods which are inappropriate at transonic flight
conditions. Prediction accuracy can be enhanced by accounting for aerodynamic loads
computed with computational fluid dynamics, eventually resulting in lighter, more efficient
designs. However, full order, unsteady time-marching simulations are still prohibitively
expensive in an industrial environment. Therefore, different reduced order modelling techniques have been propose to decrease computational cost in many query scenarios while
retaining the underlying physics and a high level of accuracy. This paper focuses on an
unsteady nonlinear reduced order model based on least squares residual minimization and
a comparison to the linearized frequency domain method. While the latter is in line with
current industrial practice of sampling aerodynamic forces in the frequency domain, it
neglects dynamic nonlinearities which are included in the former approach. Results are
presented for an airfoil at transonic flow conditions exhibiting shock induced separation
during the airfoil-gust interaction and for the NASA common research model at cruise
flight conditions. Essential quantities for the gust loads analysis, such as global coefficients
and sectional forces, are evaluated and compared to highlight strengths and weaknesses
of both model reduction techniques. Moreover, distributed surface loads, which can be
used for a direct sizing of the structural model, are analyzed. Computational cost, split
in an offline and an online part, is quantified to demonstrate efficiency gains compared to
full-order solutions.

I.

Introduction

Analyzing aircraft responses to atmospheric turbulence is a crucial part of the design and certification
process. Especially, identifying the sizing load cases from the vast amount of gust load cases that need
to be accounted for is a sophisticated and iterative process. Several different parameters including flight
points, mass cases, gust shapes and length, need to be taken into account and define the tremendous number
of simulations necessary. Industry relies on low-fidelity, linear potential aerodynamic methods, e.g. the
doublet lattice method,1 due to the rapid turnaround times possible. Whereas compressibility effects are
accounted for, nonlinear aerodynamic behavior is neglected even though it inherently occurs at transonic
flight conditions where nearly all modern large aircraft operate. Thus, correction factors from higher-fidelity
sources are applied after calculating linear aerodynamic forces to improve the prediction accuracy.2 This
approach nearly retains the computational efficiency of the underlying linear potential method, but the
application of correction factors is a tedious process requiring a large amount of engineering knowledge.
Moreover, only steady nonlinearities are included from current correction approaches.
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Rather than correcting low-fidelity methods, directly incorporating high-fidelity aerodynamic predictions
from computational fluid dynamics (CFD) into the aircraft design process enables more accurate results at
nonlinear conditions and, with increasing computational resources available, has become a feasible alternative for single-point simulations.3 Especially for performance analysis at cruise conditions, steady CFD
is the current industrial standard. Also for steady loads analysis CFD is progressing towards a more substantial role during the aircraft design. For unsteady gust response analysis, several methods for simulating
gusts with time-marching CFD simulations have been proposed4–7 and also compared to classical low-fidelity
methods for industrial relevant aircraft configurations.8 Once large-scale dynamic nonlinearities occur differences are observed highlighting the strength of high-fidelity aerodynamic predictions. However, due to the
overwhelming computational cost this approach quickly becomes infeasible for a multi-query scenario which
is an inherent part of the design as well as certification process.
Instead, within the range of their validity, linearized frequency-domain (LFD) methods offer a large efficiency improvement while maintaining the accuracy of the underlying nonlinear CFD model. LFD methods
applied to CFD have been initially proposed in the field of turbomachinery solving the Euler as well as
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations.9–11 The governing equations are linearized around a
nonlinear steady-state solution assuming small amplitude harmonic motion. Whereas this retains all steady
nonlinearities such as shocks and boundary layer separation, dynamically linear behavior is assumed. Various
results for forced-motion responses have been presented showing excellent agreement within the limits of the
method at significantly reduced computational cost.12–15 Even for a full civil aircraft at cruise conditions
time savings of one to two orders of magnitude are reported.16 More recently, several authors proposed
an extension of the LFD method towards gust response simulations either focussing on the computation
of aeroelastic transfer functions17, 18 or on a purely aerodynamic analysis.19 However, the assumption of a
dynamically linear response behavior becomes questionable once certification-relevant gust amplitudes are
of interest which are typically on the order of several percent of the freestream velocity.
Reduced order modelling is considered a promising approach to decrease computational cost, while also
accounting for dynamic nonlinearities.20 A common dimensionality reduction technique is proper orthorgonal
decomposition (POD) for which a small eigenvalue problem, related to snapshots generated by analyzing
the full-order system either experimentally or numerically, is solved. Subsequently, flowfield changes are
expressed as a combination of a small number of POD modes. Promising results have been presented for
steady transonic aerodynamic cases by interpolating the POD coefficients and/or minimizing the flow residual
within the computed subspace.21–23 Successful reconstruction of the unsteady training signal for a car-like
body has been demonstrated but no predictions.24 So far, unsteady nonlinear, physics-based reduced order
models (ROMs) have not been applied to industrial aircraft configurations to the authors’ knowledge. If a
residual minimization strategy is followed reduced order models of nonlinear dynamical systems suffer from
the curse of dimensionality since complexity scales with the number of degrees of freedom of the full-order
model (FOM). Several hyper-reduction methods have been proposed to reduce the complexity of the problem
by sampling or computing only few entries of the nonlinear residual. The arguably most popular ones are the
missing point estimation (MPE),25, 26 the (discrete) empirical interpolation method and its variations,27–30
the gappy POD31 and the Gauss-Newton with approximated tensors method.24 They allow to reduce the
computational cost significantly by considering only an a-priori defined subset of the full residual vector
during the minimization. An advanced method for computing a subset of points is the accelerated greedy
MPE32 which has been recently proposed as a faster and more robust alternative to the classical greedy
MPE since it exploits a rank-one singular value decomposition update.
This paper proposes an unsteady nonlinear ROM for gust response analysis based on least squares
residual minimization in conjunction with POD and a hyper reduction technique. Details are given on the
theoretical model formulation as well as on the different steps of the model generation and their impact
on the achieved prediction accuracy. Results are presented for an airfoil at transonic flow conditions and
the NASA CRM model at cruise flight. To emphasize the benefit of accounting for dynamically nonlinear
behaviour in terms of accuracy, the unsteady nonlinear ROM predictions are compared to FOM reference
solutions and results obtained from the LFD method which assumes dynamic linearity. The responses of
global coefficients, instantaneous surface pressure distributions and sectional forces and moments to various
1-cos gusts are evaluated. Efficiency gains are compared to full-order solutions by quantifying computational
cost, split in an offline and an online part. Throughout, the unsteady ROM offers highly accurate predictions
for various combinations of gust length and amplitude and thus might offer the potential to efficiently include
high-fidelity unsteady aerodynamic loads in the wider context of aircraft design and optimization.
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II.

Theoretical Formulation

The governing equations are conveniently written in compact semi-discretized residual form as
Ω

∂w(t)
+ R(w(t), vg (t)) = 0
∂t

(1)

where the residual vector R ∈ RN represents the
h discretization
i of the inviscid and viscous flux integrals.
The full-order flow solution is denoted by w = w1 , . . . , wnp ∈ RN and is spatially discretized over the
computational grid of np nodes with associated dual-grid cell volumes Ω. The total number of N flow states
is composed of the number of conservative variables per grid point times the number
of grid points.
For each
h
i
grid node the vector of unknowns wi contains the conservative variables wi = ρ, ρv, ρE t , rτ ∈ Rnv , being
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ρ the density, v the velocity vector, E t the total energy, and rτ the set of transported variables associated
to the chosen turbulence model such as the turbulent eddy viscosity νt . The unsteady residual R̂ associated
to the full-order flow solution w ∈ RN is defined as
R̂(w(t), vg (t)) := Ω
A.

∂w(t)
+ R(w(t), vg (t))
∂t

(2)

Unsteady Non-linear Reduced Order Model

The proposed nonlinear unsteady ROM for gust loads predictions aims to obtain a low-dimensional dynamical system which accurately represent the high fidelity full-order model. The idea is to formulate the
discretized unsteady ROM equations as a steady-state problem for each time step, in a similar fashion as
the dual-time stepping method is used in solving unsteady CFD problems. The approach relies on a leastsquares minimization of the unsteady residual evaluated using a physics-based approximated flow solution
w̃. Such approximation is obtained by a linear combination of modes U arising from a Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (POD) of an ensemble of full-order flow solutions, which yields an optimal basis to represent
reduced order solutions of the governing equations a . Flow solutions from unsteady time-accurate RANS
simulations w(t) are used as training data and collected at different time steps tk , with k = 1, . . . , m. The
high-fidelity simulations included in the ensemble are computed for a set of parameter combinations sampling
the parameter space of interest (e.g. the gust length and gust amplitude).
1.

Unsteady Residual Minimization Approach

The unsteady ROM is realized by minimizing the unsteady residual R̂(w(tk ), vg (tk )) of the discretized
governing RANS equations (2) in a dimensionally reduced space RN ×r of size r  N . Various different
options such as eigenfunctions, POD modes and Dynamic Mode Decomposition modes33 have been applied
to obtain a reduced space. Here POD basis vectors U are utilized which can be computed applying a singular
value decomposition (SVD) to an ensemble of data, often also refferred to as snapshots, Y = USVT , and
by truncating the matrix U retaining only the most relevant r eigenvectors.
The snapshot matrix Y is assembled by collecting
the flow solutionsb at different time steps and subPm
1
tracting the average of the snapshots w̄ = m k=1 wk , thus focusing on deviations from the mean,
Y = [w(t1 ), . . . , w(tm )] − w̄.

(3)

As an alternative to the SVD, an eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of the correlation matrix K = YYT =
US2 UT ∈ RN ×N can be applied to obtain the POD modes. The method of snapshots34 avoid to solve the
infeasible eigenvalue problem for the large matrix K. Instead it considers the matrix YT Y ∈ Rm×m , having
same singular values of K, and eigenvectors that, after normalization, are just the POD modes.
a

Note that POD is a linear technique, but is able to handle nonlinearities since it accounts for nonlinear coupling of terms
within the linear subspace spanned from the basis functions.
b
The POD can be also applied on a subset of interest of the conservative variables, e.g., those related to the continuity and
momentum equations (i.e., not considering the energy and turbulence closure equations). Alternatively, different POD modes
can be computed for each state variable.
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The minimization problem is formulated by searching for an approximate flow solution w(tk ) in the small
subspace Ur ∈ RN ×r , r  N , where only the r most relevant basis vectors have been retained:
w̃(tk ) =

r
X

ai (t)Ui + w̄ = Ur a(tk ) + w̄

(4)

i=1

with a(tk ) being the vector of POD coefficients, minimizing the unsteady residual in the L2 norm:
minr kR̂(Ur a(tk ) + w̄, vg (tk ))k2L2 = minr

a∈R

a∈R

N
X

Ωj R̂j2 (Ur a(tk ) + w̄, vg (tk ))

(5)

j=1
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An iterative procedure is performed to solve the arising nonlinear least-squares problem in which the
increment to the coefficients ∆a is obtained by solving the linear system


JT J + λI ∆a = −JT R̂
(6)
R̂i
∈ RN ×r denoting the Jacobian matrix with respect to the POD coefficients a. The nonwith Jij = ∂∂a
j
negative damping factor λ is automatically adjusted at each iteration depending on the convergence rate
of the algorithm. Note that the dependence on the time step tk within each matrical quantities has been
omitted for an easier readability. Each component of the gradient vector g ≡ −JT R̂ ∈ Rr can be scaled
according to the curvature, here approximated by the pseudo-Hessian matrix B ≡ JT J ∈ Rr×r , to avoid slow
convergence in the direction of small gradients. Therefore, replacing the identity matrix I with the diagonal
elements of the pseudo-Hessian matrix

(B + λ diag (B)) ∆a = g

(7)

leads to the well-known Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm,35 which iteratively solves the linear problem.
The rank-one Broyden’s update method is used to approximate the Jacobian Jl+1 of the reduced order
system of equations based on the Jacobian matrix (exact or approximated) built at the previous inner
iteration step Jl by solving
∆R̂ − Jl ∆a
∆aT
(8)
Jl+1 = Jl +
k∆ak2
and thus avoiding the time consuming computation of J using finite differences at each iteration of the
minimization procedure. Moreover, the expensive matrix-matrix computation B ≡ JT J can be avoided
thanks to Broyden’s update procedure by directly substituting Broyden’s formula in the matrix product.
The pseudo-Hessian matrix Bl+1 is computed from the knowledge of its values during the previous inner
iteration step l by
Bl+1 ≡ JTl+1 Jl+1 = Bl +
+∆a

JTl ∆R̂ − Bl ∆a
k∆ak2

∆aT + ∆a

∆R̂T Jl − ∆aT Bl
k∆ak2

∆R̂T ∆R̂ − ∆R̂T Jl ∆a − ∆aT JTl ∆R̂ + ∆aT Bl ∆a
k∆ak4

(9)
∆a

T

which can be rewritten in the compact form as
Bl+1 = Bl +

ωl ∆aT + ∆a ωlT
k∆ak2


 ∆a ∆aT
+ φTl ∆R̂ − ωlT ∆a
k∆ak4

(10)

with ωl ≡ JTl ∆R̂ − Bl ∆a, and φl ≡ ∆R̂ − JTl ∆a. Solving eq. (10) the computation of B has complexity
O(N r + 16r2 + N ) ' O(N r), instead of O(N r2 ). Note that the formula for updating the pseudo-Hessian
it is not resulting from a direct approximation of B, but relies on the approximation of J as given in eq. (8).
In the proposed ROM approach, the solution of the nonlinear least squares minimization of the unsteady
residual (eq. (5)) involves iteratively:
1. the computation of the approximate flow solution w̃(tk ) using the POD modes Ur (eq. (4))
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2. the evaluation of the unsteady residual R̂(w̃(tk ), vg (tk )) (eq. (2))
3. the solution of the least-squares problem for the increment of the POD coefficients ∆a (eq. (7)), which
requires:
(a) computing the right-hand side g := −JT R̂
(b) updating the Jacobian matrix J using the Broyden’s update strategy (eq. (8))
(c) updating the pseudo-Hessian matrix B := JT J (eq. (10))
The matrix-vector and matrix-matrix operations involved in the third step have a computational O(N r),
whereas the unsteady residual evaluation is of O(N ). This means that, despite having reduced the number
of degrees of freedom from N to r, the computational cost still scales linearly with the dimension N of the
full-order CFD model. Thus, no significant speed-up can be expected when solving the unsteady nonlinear
residual minimization approach which motivates a further reduction of the dimensionality of the problem.
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2.

Hyper Reduction Method

Reduced order models of nonlinear dynamical systems suffer from the curse of dimensionality since complexity
scales with the number of degrees of freedom of the FOM N . Therefore, hyper-reduction methods have
been proposed to reduce the complexity of the problem by sampling or computing only few entries of the
nonlinear unsteady residual vector R̂. The component selection is mathematically formalized by projecting
the unsteady residual on a defined mask matrix P ∈ RN ×p , having p ones corresponding to the vector
components to be retained and zeros elsewhere:

1,
if the component R̂i is the j-th to be retained,
Pij =
(11)
0,
elsewhere.
The reduced unsteady residual vector may be then used as it is, leading to the so called collocation method,
or it can be used to reconstruct the full vector by interpolation or by least-squares projection onto a subspace

−1
of the type V := U UT PPT U
UT P.
In the proposed approach herein, the complete nonlinear unsteady residual vector R̂ is evaluated, but
only a small subset of its entries are used in the least-squares minimization process. This is done since an
industrial grade CFD solver is applied which offers relatively efficient residual evaluations but does not provide
(easy) access to the implementation of the residual computation. The selection of the vector components
(i.e., the definition of the mask matrix P) is done iteratively by applying an accelerated greedy missing point
estimation procedure which improves the exhaustive greedy point selection algorithm by exploiting a rank-one
SVD update strategy.32 The original greedy algorithm minimizes an error indicator by sequentially looping
over all the entries of the unsteady residual vector resulting in a very high computational cost of complexity
O(N r3 ). The error indicator is related to the inverse of the minimum singular value σmin (PTs+1 Ur ) associated
to the POD modes Ur projected onto the iteratively populated mask matrix Ps+1 ∈ RN ×(s+1) , being s ≥ r
the number of already selected indices. To identify the next optimal index maximizing σmin (PTs+1 Ur ), the
procedure needs to compute and compare the minimum singular value for all the possible candidates within
the large set of remaining indices of dimension (N − s).
The accelerated greedy procedure is based on the observation that the information of the SVD applied
to PTs Ur ≡ Ψs Σs ΦTs which is used to extract the s-th index, can be exploited to reduce the computational
cost in searching the next (s + 1)-th optimal mask matrix entry. The sequential selection procedure can be
seen as a rank-one SVD update, and therefore the following identity holds:


UTr Ps+1 PTs+1 Ur = Φs Σ2s + vj vjT ΦTs
(12)
which is a symmetric rank-one eigenvalue modification, with eigenvectors Φs , modified eigenvalues λi =

T
Pr
σi2 +µi kvk2 , 0 < µi < 1 and i=1 µi = 1. The column vector vj := eTj,s+1 Ur Φs
represents the extraction
of the j-th row of the matrix Ur Φs via the unit vector ej,s+1 having a single one in correspondence of the
j-th entry and zero elsewhere.
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Figure 1. Sketch of gust parameters

Subsequently the vector vj leading to the largest growth in the smallest eigenvalue λmin (vj ) of the
matrix M := Σ2s + vj vjT ∈ Rr×r is selected. Fast approximations are built to sort the set of candidate
vectors inducing the rank-one modifications without solving the modified eigenvalue problem. This is done
by selecting the optimal vectors vj,opt featuring the largest absolute value in the ultimate component, while
all other components stay comparably small, since the penultimate singular value bounds the growth of
σmin . More details on the original work and an in-depth discussion of the accelerated greedy missing point
estimation including a pseudo-code can be found in.32
Here, the accelerated greedy procedure has been slightly improved by effectively solving the modified
eigenvalue problem within the iterative greedy step, thus further accelerating the selection of the grid nodes.
Computing the eigenvectors V of M, and thus factorizing it as M = VDWT , can be used to modify the
eigenvectors Φs of the rank-one SVD update (eq. (12)) as Φs ← Φs V. This modification reduces the
complexity of the algorithm from O(N r2 s + rs3 ) to O(N r2 s + r3 s). Thus, linear instead of cubic scaling
with respect to the number of MPE selected entries s ≥ r is achieved. Furthermore, for each optimal index
found by the algorithm, all of the mask matrix entries corresponding to the grid node associate to that index
will be selected. This is not strictly necessary, but it allows the construction of a subset of the computational
mesh, eventually making easier the interface with the CFD solver and the post-processing of the results.
B.

Linearized Frequency Domain Method

An alternative method to investigate gust response simulations has been proposed by transferring the system
into frequency domain and afterwards using complex-valued weighted superposition technique to analyze
aperiodic time-domain signals.19 The difference between the vector of conservative variables w and an
equilibrium solution w0 is introduced as
∆w = w − w0
(13)
∆vg = vg − vg0

(14)

and accordingly for external gust disturbances. Applying a first-order Taylor expansion while assuming small
amplitude harmonic pertubations, eq. (1) becomes after some re-arranging


∂R
∂R
∗
− iω Ω ŵ = −
v̂
(15)
∂w
∂vg g
with ŵ and v̂g denoting complex-valued Fourier coefficients. The reduced frequency ω ∗ is normalized using
the reference chord length cref and the freestream velocity U∞ . Furthermore, an analytical description of
the complex-valued gust vector is introduced as
v̂g (x, ω ∗ ) = vgz e

i(x+x0 ) cω

∗

ref

(16)

where vgz and x0 are the vertical gust amplitude and the initial distance between gust and airframe as
visualized in Fig. 1, respectively. For a more in-depth discussion of the LFD method for gust response
simulations the interested reader is referred to.19
Once the discrete frequency response function is calculated, results to arbitrary gust excitations ∆w
can be obtained applying a superposition in conjunction with a complex-valued weighting function denoted
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by Ξ(ω ∗ )
∆w(t) =

X


∗ 
< Ξ(ωj∗ )ŵj eiωj t

(17)

j

where < describes the real part of the following complex-valued coefficients. While the linearized solutions ŵj
are independent of the aperiodic gust shape of interest, only the weighting function needs to be re-computed
using a Fourier transform on the excitation signal.
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C.

Practical Implementation Details

High fidelity CFD simulations are performed using the DLR-TAU code36 solving the RANS equations in
conjunction with the Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model.37 The DLR-TAU code is widely used in the European aerospace sector and validations of the code are available in the literature for steady36, 38 as well as
unsteady cases.38, 39 Since the LFD method as well as the unsteady ROM provide results which are at best
identical to the unsteady time-marching RANS equations. Therefore, LFD and ROM results in this report
are compared with their full-order model (FOM) counterparts rather than experimental data. Moreover,
experimental data for gust excitation of this particular airfoil are currently not available in the literature to
the authors knowledge.
Inviscid fluxes are discretized applying a central scheme with the scalar artificial dissipation of Jameson,
Schmidt and Turkel.40 Exact gradients used for viscous and source terms are computed using the Green–
Gauss approach. Steady-state solutions are obtained utilizing the backward Euler method with lower-upper
Symmetric–Gauss–Seidel iterations41 and local time-stepping. Convergence is accelerated further by applying
a 4 level multigrid scheme for the airfoil case and and a 2 level multigrid scheme for the aircraft case.
During unsteady simulations a dual time-stepping combined with the second order backward differentiation
formula is used. Gusts are included using the field velocity approach which introduces an artificial mesh
velocity.4 The velocity term is added to the governing equations and is prescribed based on the gust excitation
while no deformation of the computational grid is required. Nevertheless, the geometric conservation law is
consistently accounted for. Parameters applied for solving the unsteady RANS equations in a time-marching
fashion can be found in Tab. 1. Note the time-step size results out of the gust length and the number of
time-steps and is adjusted based on the investigated gust.

resolved gust lengths
number of time-steps
unsteady abort density residual
max. inner Iterations

airfoil case
3
450
0.0001
300

aircraft case
2
400
0.0001
300

Table 1. Numerical setting for full-order, time-marching analysis

The unsteady ROM is implemented in the DLR-SMARTy (Surrogate Modeling for Aero Data Toolbox in
Python) toolbox21, 22 and coupled to the DLR-TAU code using the Flowsimulator framework.42 The POD
modal basis is computed using an in-house implemented fully parallelized eigenvalue decomposition approach
rather than an also available singular value decomposition. Moreover, the Levenberg–Marquard algorithm
and the finite difference needed for the gradients are part of the SMARTy toolbox. The ROM parameter
setting that were applied here are presented in Tab. 2

resolved gust lengths
time-steps
abort LSQ residual
min. opt. steps
max. opt. steps

airfoil case
3
450
10−8
4
200

aircraft case
2
450
10−8
4
200

Table 2. Numerical setting for unsteady nonlinear ROM analysis
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The linearized frequency-domain formulation is based on a first-discretize-then-linearize, matrix-forming
approach with an analytical, hand-differentiated fluid Jacobian matrix. A generalized minimal residual
solver is used to solve arising linear systems efficiently.43 For preconditioning a block incomplete lowerupper factorization of the Jacobian matrix with zero level of fill-in is applied.43 Parameters for solving the
linear systems and reconstructing a-periodic time-domain solutions are given in Tab. 3.

Krylov vectors
abort density residual
red. frequency spacing
number of red. frequencies

airfoil case
80
10−8
0.1
30

aircraft case
120
10−8
0.1
30
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Table 3. Numerical setting for linearized frequency domain analysis

III.

Results

In the following, results are shown for two test cases, a supercritical airfoil and a full aircraft configuration
to evaluate the performance of the unsteady ROM in comparison to FOM reference solutions and LFD
analyses. Therefore, global coefficients, sectional forces and moments and distributed surface loads for several
combinations of gust length and amplitude are presented. Special focus is given to dynamically nonlinear
response behavior, in particular gust-induced flow separation. Finally, computational cost is compared
between all methods for the aircraft configuration.
A.

FFAST Crank Airfoil

The first analyzed test case is the Future Fast Aeroelastic Simulation Technologies (FFAST) crank airfoil44
at transonic flow conditions which are given in Table 4. The computational mesh consists of nearly 63,000
points, of which roughly 550 are on the surface. Since the RANS equations in conjunction with the Spalart–
Allmaras turbulence model are solved the majority of all other points is located within the boundary layer.
A trim procedure has been performed for a target lift coefficient of 0.25 resulting in an angle of attack of
1.41◦ . The steady pressure distribution around the airfoil after converging the density residual to machine
precision is visualized in Fig. 2(a) showing a strong shock on the upper surface. The skin friction coefficient is
displayed in Fig. 2(b) together with the surface pressure distribution indicating no flow separation. However,
close to the shock location at roughly 40% chord-length the skin friction coefficient is nearly zero, making
the flow prone to shock-induced boundary layer seperation if the airfoil is subject to a further increase in
angle of attack, e.g. during a gust encounter.
The proposed nonlinear unsteady ROM uses POD to obtain a subspace in which the FOM solution is
approximated. Therefore, a representative training dataset, often referred to as snapshots in the context of
POD, is needed. Since only phenomena which are present in this training data set can be predicted from the
corresponding ROM, the selection and computation of suitable snapshots is a crucial point. For example, if
the dataset does not contain flow separated, the resulting model will not be able to predict it even though it
occurs when analyzing the flow with the FOM. Here, two 1-cos gusts are used as training signals with gust
lengths of Lg /cref = 2.26 and Lg /cref = 26.41. Gust amplitudes are chosen in accordance with international
certification requirements, specifically the CS25 regulations.45 The gust parameters defining the training
signals are presented in Table 5.
For each gust length 450 time-steps are computed. Combining these, a total of 900 snapshots are taken
into account during the ROM construction which results in the same number of maximum POD modes.

Mach number
0.754

angle of attack
1.41◦

altitude
10 km

ref. length
8.0 m

Table 4. Flow conditions for Crank airfoil case
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(a) Pressure coefficient distribution around the airfoil

(b) Surface distribution

Figure 2. Steady flow topology and surface distributions for Crank airfoil case

(a) Lift coefficient response for Lg /cref = 2.26

(b) Lift coefficient response for Lg /cref = 26.41

Figure 3. Lift coefficient response to the training signals for the FOM, LFD method and the unsteady ROM
without MPE

This subspace has been reduced by truncating the modal basis using a threshold of the relative information
content of 0.999999 reducing the number of retained modes to 137. Time-histories of the lift coefficient
computed with the FOM, the LFD method and reconstructed with the ROM for both training signals are
shown in Fig. 3. Whereas the short gust length does not cause a dynamically nonlinear response of the lift
coefficient, the longer gust triggers flow separation at around t = 0.6 s limiting the maximum lift coefficient
and ultimately resulting in lift coefficients below the steady-state value since the flow reattachment is delayed.
Comparing the response of the FOM and the LFD method for the longer gust length the need for enhanced
simulation techniques to account for dynamically nonlinear behaviour is unambiguous. Evaluating the ROM,
excellent agreement compared to the FOM reference solution is observed throughout clearly highlighting the
advantages of such a nonlinear ROM over the dynamically linear LFD approach. For the short gust a
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(a) Selected points from the MPE

(b) Lift coefficient response

Figure 4. Selected points around the airfoil from the MPE and lift coefficient response for all analyzed models.
All ROMs as based on a retained relative information content of 0.999999.

small time-lag of the response is obtained which does not affect global quantities such as minimum or
maximum values. Other amounts of retained relative information content have been tested and corresponding
reconstructions are also shown in Fig. 3. An increase of the number of included modes (rk = 0.99999999
leading to 262 modes) does correct the observed time-lag for the short gust but decreases the computational
efficiency significantly. A relative information content threshold of 0.9999 causes results to deviate from the
reference solution especially when flow separation occurs and thus is not feasible. Subsequently, results are
computed retaining a relative information content of 0.999999.
The spatial dimensions of the ROM for the airfoil case are reduced by evaluating only a subset of
points which a determined applying the accelerated greedy MPE outlined in Section 2. Two different levels,
6,000 and 3,000 points, are analyzed and selected points are visualized around the airfoil together with the
computational grid and the steady-state pressure field in Fig. 4(a). Since the point selection is an iterative
and deterministic process the 3,000 points are a subset of the 6,000 points. The majority is located within
the boundary layer, particularly on the upper surface within the suction region and around the trailing edge
where flow separation is expected during the gust encounter. Note that the gust is present throughout the
computational domain due to the field velocity method and therefore several points are selected away from
the airfoil surface. Reconstruction of the two training signals for the lift coefficient response are compared to
the FOM, the LFD method and the ROM without MPE in Fig. 4(b). For the short gust length coinciding
responses are predicted from all ROMs. Differences are visible around the maximum lift coefficient for the
longer gust when comparing the ROM without MPE to both responses for which only a subset of the points
is considered. A slight time-delay in predicting the flow separation and thus maximum lift coefficient value is
present which triggers a constant off-set during the lift decay. Nevertheless, maximum and minimum values
as well as global trends are accurately reproduced from the ROMs with MPE independent of the number of
selected points.
Next, the three different ROMs are used to predict responses to gusts which are not part of the training set
and compared to FOM and LFD solutions. All investigated combinations of gust length and amplitude are
given in Table 5. Training signals as well as gust cases derived from international certification requirements
are marked. Even though not relevant from an industrial point of view, the gust with Lg /cref = 26.41
and vgz /Uref = 0.1140 has been added to further investigate the limitations of the herein proposed model
reduction approach. For each gust case, maximum and minimum values of the lift coefficient response are
determined and subsequently compared between the different methods.
First, results are analyzed for a constant gust length of Lg /cref = 26.41 while amplitudes are varied
with results shown in Fig. 5. The gust with vgz /Uref = 0.0570 is one of the training signals and the
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Lg /cref
2.26
3.77
5.28
7.54
11.31
15.09
18.86
22.63
26.41
26.41
26.41
26.41
26.41

vgz /Uref
0.0378
0.0412
0.0435
0.0462
0.0495
0.0519
0.0538
0.0555
0.1140
0.0570
0.0200
0.0100
0.0010

Conditions based on CS25
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Training Signals
X

X

X

Table 5. Analyzed Crank airfoil gust parameters

Figure 5. Minimum and maximum lift coefficient response to gusts with Lg /cref = 26.41 and varying amplitudes

corresponding time-history of the lift coefficient has been discussed in Fig. 4(b). Since the LFD method
assumes dynamically linear response behaviour an increase in gust amplitude results in a linear increase of
the maximum lift coefficient value which is emphasized by a solid black line. Moreover, this method does
not account for occurring flow separation and thus the minimum lift coefficient value is always equivalent to
the steady-state solution. Note that the LFD method is generally able to account for flows with boundary
layer separation if this phenomena is already present in the steady solution as previously shown for gust
responses.19 The unsteady ROM is correctly predicting maxima and minima up to the training signal gust
amplitude independent of the selected subset of points. For a gust amplitude of vgz /Uref = 0.1140 deviations
are observed between ROM and FOM reference solutions due to the increasingly complex flow separation
and reattachment process which is not entirely represented in the training dataset and thus can not be
predicted from the ROM. At this conditions the ROM without hyper reduction performs slightly better than
the two models using a hyper reduction technique. Nevertheless, the proposed ROM is capable of correctly
predicting responses in the dynamically linear as well as nonlinear regime rather than just matching the
nonlinear response used for training.
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Figure 6. Minimum and maximum lift coefficient response to gusts with either varying gust length and
amplitudes based on certification requirements

Second, the gust length is varied while amplitudes are chosen in accordance with certification requirements and both training signals limit the investigated range. Results for maxima and minima of the lift
coefficient are compared for all methods in Fig. 6. Gust responses between the training signals are not
necessarily interpolated which would assume that the dynamic response behaviour of all intermediate gusts
are contained within both training signals. As before, the LFD method overpredicts the maximum values
since flow separation is not accounted for which limits the maximum lift coefficients and causes mimimum
lift coefficients below the steady-state value. All unsteady ROMs, independent of the applied hyper reduction, are generally able to account for occurring dynamically nonlinear behaviour and throughout accurately
predict the maximum lift coefficients. Minimas are correctly predicted for gust lengths up to Lg /cref = 11.31
and above Lg /cref = 22.63 but deviate for gust lengths in-between since the flow reattachment process is
not fully modelled. Improving the training dataset, e.g. by altering the training signals, might be beneficial
and further enhance the accuracy of the ROM. Possible alternatives could be the Schroeder or a chirp signal
which are common for other aerospace applications such as flight dynamics system identification. For maximum loads the ROM already offers better predictions than the LFD method once dynamic nonlinearities
occur.
Results are compared in more detail by analyzing the response of the lift coefficient over time for a gust
with Lg /cref = 11.31 and vgz /Uref = 0.0495 in Fig. 7(a). This gust length has been chosen since it is the
furthest away from the training signals. Global trends are accurately predicted from all different methods.
Looking into local behaviour, the LFD method slightly overpredicts the maximum value while all reduced
models are marginally below the FOM reference solution. During the lift decay all models are not capable of
fully reproducing the FOM slope. Especially the reattachment process is not captured from the ROMs which
becomes more distinct once only a subset of points is evaluated. The LFD method also deviates during the
lift decay which originates from an unphysical shock movement. Instantaneous surface pressure distributions
at the point of maximum lift coefficient have been extracted and are shown in Fig. 7(b). No differences are
visible between the reference solution and the ROMs independent of an applied hyper reduction. Rather
than a smooth shock movement downstream, the pressure distribution is strongly increased around the initial
steady-state shock location when using the LFD method.
B.

NASA CRM

The second investigated test case is the NASA CRM. The computational grid, shown in Fig. 8(a), consists
of roughly 7 million points of which 350,000 are on the surface. Note that a half configuration without
a vertical tail plane is analyzed and the x-z-plane is modelled as symmetry plane. Flow parameters are
representative of cruise conditions and given in Table 6. As for the airfoil case, the angle of attack has been
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(a) Lift coefficient response

(b) Instantenous surfac pressue distribution at CL,max

Figure 7. Lift coefficient response and instantaneous surface pressure coefficient distribution at maximum lift
coefficient for Lg /cref = 11.31

iteratively adjusted until the desired lift coefficient of CL = 0.425 is reached which ensures a lift trimming
for a total weight of 260,000 kg while no moment trimming has been performed. The steady surface pressure
distribution after converging the density residual 8 orders of magnitude for the starboard wing is shown in
Fig. 8(b). A strong shock is present at roughly 70% chordlength in the outboard section of the wing whereas
a lambda shock structure is indicated at the midspan region. Between the engine-pylon-wing junction and
the wing-fuselage junction a strong shock at around 50% chordlength is seen. Except from some minor
regions around the engine-pylon-wing junction and the wingtip no flow separation is observed.
The reduced model is trained using a 1-cos gust with a length of Lg = 213m and an amplitude of
vgz = 10.38m/s which is based on international certification requirements. The FOM lift coefficient response
is shown in Fig. 9(a) together with the LFD solution. During the lift build-up the same behaviour is predicted
from both methods. Once flow separation occurs due to the gust-induced change in angle of attack, both
methods differ due to the aforementioned limitations of the LFD method. Thus, results start to deviate
around t ≈ 0.5s and cause a constant off-set during the lift decay. Nevertheless, the LFD method offers a
conservative solution. For the ROM construction in total 250 time-steps are included as snapshot. Out of the
maximum of 250 POD modes 99 are retained based on a relative information content of 0.999999 which was
found reasonable during the airfoil analysis. The reconstruction of the training signal for the lift coefficient
response is shown in Fig. 9(a) and offers good agreement with the FOM reference solution. Minor deviations
occur around the maximum lift coefficient while the global response behaviour is accurately reconstructed.
Finally, a MPE estimation is performed and 5% of all points are determined iteratively. Selected points
are visualized together with the surface pressure distribution in Fig. 9(b) and are clustered around the
wing and the horizontal tail plain. The connection between the physics of the unsteady gust response
which causes shock movement and shock-induced flow separation and the missing point estimations which
selects points to optimally reconstruct the response behavior becomes obvious. In contrast to the airfoil
case, no points are selected further away from the aircraft. Applying the obtained ROM with MPE, the
reconstructed lift coefficient response is similar to the ROM without MPE except small differences during
the flow reattachment.
Mach number
0.86

target lift coefficient
0.425

altitude
9142 m

ref. length
7.0 m

Table 6. Flow conditions for NASA CRM case
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(a) Computational grid

(b) Pressure distribution

Figure 8. Computational grid and steady surface pressure coefficient distributions for the NASA CRM case

(a) Lift coefficient response

(b) Selected points from the MPE with steady surface cp

Figure 9. Lift coefficient response to training signals and selected points based on the accelerated greedy
missing point estimation for the NASA CRM case

Subsequently, both ROMs and the LFD method are used to predict the dynamic response behaviour
of the CRM while undergoing a gust excitation with Lg = 92m and vgz = 9.01m/s. The lift coefficient
response is shown in Fig. 10(a) together with the FOM reference solution. Whereas the LFD method
slightly overpredicts the lift coefficient response for maximum values and during the lift decay, both ROMs
are overpredicting the maxima and underpredict the lift coefficient during the decay. This is comparable to
the airfoil case in which the lift decay and the corresponding flow reattachment was more complicated to
predicted than the lift increase and maximum values. If only a subset of points is considered global trends
are retained while local features get less distinct. The ROM performance might be enhanced by adding
additional 1-cos gusts to the training set or, more advanced, substituting the 1-cos training input with a
different class of signals such as the chirp signal or the Schröder multisine.
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(a) Lift coefficient response

(c) Differences FOM to ROM LFD

(b) Instantenous cp at CL,max for FOM

(d) Differences FOM to ROM no MPE

(e) Differences FOM to ROM MPE 5%

Figure 10. Lift coefficient response and differences in instantaneous surface pressure distribution to a gust
with Lg = 92m and vgz = 9.01m/s

Further comparisons are made by extracting the instantaneous surface pressure distribution at the timestep of maximum lift coefficient. The full-order reference solution on the starboard wing is displayed in
Fig. 10(b) indicating that no lambda shock formation is present but instead a strong shock at roughly
70% chordlength between wingtip and engine-pylon-wing junction. Moreover, the pressure coefficient has
decreased by nearly 30% throughout the suction region compared to the steady-state solution. Differences
between the LFD method, the ROM without MPE and the ROM retaining 5% of all points are shown in
Figs. 10(c) to 10(e), respectively. The LFD method deviates upstream and downstream of the shock location
and around the outboard-wing suction area. Even though significant differences are observed for the local
pressure distribution the integrated lift coefficient offers good and conservative prediction. Both ROMs
perform very similar with largest differences occurring around the shock location. All other regions show
differences below 3% of the FOM reference. Thus, the proposed nonlinear model reduction offers significantly
better predictions of surface pressure distributions compared to the LFD method once finite gust amplitudes
are analyzed.
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(a) Sectional vertical force

(b) Sectional torsion moment

Figure 11. Sectional forces and moments for the NASA CRM at the point of maximum lift coefficient for a
gust response with Lg = 92m and vgz = 9.01m/s. The instantaneous FOM surface pressure distribution is
shown in translucence

Offline Tasks

Cost

Time-domain simulation (single 1-cos response)
Reduced order model generation (w/o MPE and with MPE)
a) Training data computation (single 1-cos response)
b) Computing POD basis
c) Performing MPE (optional)
Linearized frequency domain sampling (30 linear solves)

1
1.14 - 3.05
1
0.14
1.91
1.42

Table 7. Comparison of offline computational cost for the NASA CRM

During the aircraft design currently section-wise integrated forces and moments are used for structural
sizing rather than directly transferring surface pressure distributions to stresses. Based on the surface
pressure distributions discussed in Fig. 10, the sectional vertical force and the sectional torsion moment has
been computed and is compared between all three methods in Fig. 11. For the sectional torsion moment no
differences are observed between all methods. Especially for the LFD method previously observed deviations
cancel out and a nearly perfect match of the FOM reference for sectional forces and moments is obtained.
Some minor deviations are visible in the inboards section of the wing for the vertical force with both unsteady
ROMs slightly overpredicting the reference solution due to the more downstream shock prediction. Thus,
when sizing the structure in a conventional appraoch using sectional forces and moments the LFD method
and the proposed ROM provide nearly identical loads. If a more advanced pressure to stress methodology
is of interest a usage of the LFD method is not beneficial since it contains unphysical local maxima for the
surface forces.
Next, computational cost is discussed for the NASA CRM and timings are presented in Tables 7 and 8
for the offline and online phase, respectively. Herein, the offline phase contains all tasks necessary to initially
generate the model while the online phase refers to the application of the model for predicting a certain
gust response. Whereas the offline cost are needed once, the online cost is needed for each model evaluation
afterwards. The cost of a single 1-cos time-marching FOM gust response simulation is used as a reference
and all other timings have been scaled accordingly. During the offline phase the ROM is constructed which
includes computation of the training signal, computing the POD basis and an optional hyper-reduction. Since
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Online Tasks
Time-domain simulation
Reduced order model simulation w/o MPE
Reduced order model simulation with MPE
Linearized frequency domain simulation

Cost
1
0.48
0.29
0.01
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Table 8. Comparison of online computational cost for the NASA CRM analyzing a single 1-cos gust

a single 1-cos gust is used the training cost is equivalent to one FOM simulation. The cost for computing the
POD basis mainly contains data handling and the EVD and scales up to 0.14. Even though an accelerated
greedy missing point estimation is applied herein, the cost determine the 5% of points to retain is nearly as
large as that of two FOM gust response simulations and will further increase linearly with the number of
points retained if a larger number of retained points is desired. For the LFD method the linearized system is
solved for 30 different reduced frequencies at a cost of 1.42. Note that the offline cost can be further reduced
by applying more sophisticated methods such as a Cauchy convergence criterion during FOM simulations
and ROM analysis or by using a generalized conjugate residual solver with deflated restarting rather than
a generalized minimal residual solver for the LFD analysis. During the online phase, different 1-cos gusts
can be investigated and timings are again presented for a single 1-cos response. Whereas the cost of a new
time-domain FOM gust simulation is equivalent to that of the offline phase, the computational cost of a
ROM gust prediction reduces to roughly 0.48 of which 30% are caused by data transfer between SMARTy
and TAU via the FlowSimulator which will be eliminated in the near future. Applying the hyper-reduction
method brings an additional 0.19 cost saving, result in speed-up of the ROM prediction of about three
compared to a FOM gust simulation. This rather small decrease in computational cost after hyper-reduction
is primarily caused by evaluating the full unsteady residual within the DLR-TAU code rather than limiting
the the residual evaluation to the 5% retained point and offers improvement potential by only partially
computing the unsteady residual. The LFD method predicts unsteady loads at virtually no cost during the
online phase since only the inverse Fourier transform needs to be performed.

IV.

Conclusions

An unsteady nonlinear reduced order model is proposed for gust loads predictions which minimizes the
unsteady residual of the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations restricted to a proper orthogonal decomposition subspace at each time-step in a least squares. Moreover, a hyper-reduction in spatial dimensions
is achieved by applying an accelerated greedy missing point estimation to iteratively select a subset of points
which are accounted for during the residual minimization. Once the reduced order model is constructed it is
used to predict gust responses for varying gust lengths and amplitudes. The proposed reduced order model
is able to account for steady and unsteady nonlinear behaviour such as shocks and shock-induced boundary
layer separation and accurately predicts transonic aerodynamic gust responses in terms of the full surface
and flow field solutions. Compared to the linearized frequency domain method the unsteady model offers
more accurate predictions once dynamic nonlinearities occur.
Results are presented for an airfoil at transonic flow conditions and the NASA CRM model at cruise flight
conditions. Details are given on training and construction of the reduced order model including the training
dataset, the mode truncation and the applied hyper reduction. First, responses are reconstructed for the
training signals and used to analyze different reduction levels. Second, the gust length and amplitude are
varied to evaluate the prediction accuracy for several different gusts within the parameter space. Whereas
no differences are observed between the full-order model, the linearized frequency domain method and the
reduced model for small amplitudes, the reduced order model shows superior accuracy compared to the
linearized method for larger amplitudes. The unsteady nonlinear model predicts the reference solution
significantly better in particular around the shock location. No substantial differences between all three
simulations techniques are observed in terms of sectional forces and moments.
Since industrial gust response analysis is an inherently multidisciplinary process the proposed reduced
order model could be enhanced by an extension towards structural degrees of freedom. Therefore, the
derived aerodynamic model could substitute the full-order computational fluid dynamics solver during a
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coupled fluid-structure analysis. Moreover, the computational cost of the model can be further reduced and
the robustness can be increased by analytically evaluating the gradients needed for the Levenberg-Marquard
algorithm. Also a closer integration of the missing point estimation into the flow solver by evaluating the
residual only at the subset of points defined by the hyper reduction method is desired to increase the efficiency
by fully accounting for the spatial reduction.
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